Power Commander V Fuel and Ignition Timing Control for
each cylinder in a new smaller enclosure. Rev Xtend feature
increases stock rev limiter. Switch between two maps “sent
on the fly” can be adjusted on a “per gear” basis and allows
for one map per cylinder per gear if required.Adjustment of
fuel and timing is based on engine temperature provided by
the cold start feature. Will power up with USB cable only for
programming. Note: Not legal for use on pollution controlled
vehicles.
VT No. Fits
32-1960 2009 FLT
32-1962 2010-13 FLT
32-1965

Automatic Tune Kit for all HD PC-V Power Commanders
plugs directly into the PC-V with a single cable. It includes
power connector that plugs into a bike’s harness. Rider can
specify what air/fuel ratio to make each RPM and throttle
position combination. Base settings are included and fully
adjustable. Fits 1996-99 FLT.
VT No. 32-1965

EFI POWER COMMANDER V features 2 position map switching function, gear and analog input.Power Commander V also
allows each cylinder to be mapped individually and for each
gear. This has 10 throttle position columns, and enhanced accel
pump utility. Unit has a -100/+250 percent fuel change range
and is compatible with 2009 and newer models. Fits 2014-16
VT No. 32-1089

DynoJet Power Vision Flash Tuner offers the latest flash
tuning technology and data logging. Includes a full color touch
screen flash device, vehicle interface cable, and winPV. Types
of tunes that are deliverable to your bike are pre-configured,
which are loaded on th device from DynoJet. When using the
pre-configured tunes, this device will identify the ECM strategy,
stock calibration, and sort the tune files. Custom tunes option
can be loaded or emailed to you by a custom tuner, or a copy
of your stock tune can be used. The tuner holds any combination of the three types, but up to six tunes. Fits 2002-13 FLT.
VT No. 32-1056

Vance & Hines Fuel Pak is a throttle position sensor based
system that simplifies the process of fuel injection tuning.
It enables you to fine tune the fuel mixture throughout the
entire RPM range. No computer or software is required.
Simply punch in the values supplied with the fuel pak.
Requires use of high performance air cleaner. Order parts for
Softail.
VT No.
Fits
32-0292
2002-07 FLT, FLHT, FLHR
32-0294
2008-up FLT, FLHT, FLHR
32-0295
2011-2016 FLT, FLHT, FLHR

Power Commander III USB Engine Management Systems
are for fuel injected models and allow for both fuel and ignition
adjustments. Each unit includes a specific map, designed to
improve performance over stock. The Power Commander
includes IBM compatible link cable and software package
which allows you to fully map the fuel ignition curves on IBM
compatible computers. If a computer is not available, the fuel
curves can be adjusted by using three touch buttons on the
face plate.
VT No.

Year

Model

32-3012* 2007
FLT
32-3037 2008
FLT
*Note: Includes O2 eliminators.

Caution: These products are not legal for sale or use in California on pollution controlled vehicles. These
products are intended for non-highway only.
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